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Decoupling of superconducting layers in the magnetic superconductor RuSr2GdCu2O8
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We propose the model for magnetic properties of the magnetic superconductor RuSr2GdCu2O8, that incor-
porates the theory of the superconducting/ferromagnetic multilayers. The transition lineTd(h), on which the
Josephson coupled superconducting planes are decoupled, i.e.,j c(Td)50, is calculated as a function of the
exchange energyh. As the result of this decoupling a nonmonotonic behavior of magnetic properties, such as
the lower critical fieldHc1, Josephson plasma frequency, etc., is realized near~or by crossing! theTd(h) line.
The obtained results are used in analyzing the newly discovered antiferromagnetic ruthenocuprate
RuSr2GdCu2O8 with possible weak ferromagnetic order in the RuO2 planes.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The physics of magnetic superconductors is interes
due to competition of magnetic order and singlet superc
ductivity in bulk materials. The problem of their coexisten
was first set up theoretically in the pioneering work
Ginzburg1 in 1956, while the experimental progress in t
field began after the discovery of ternary rare-earth~RE!
compounds (RE)Rh4B4 and (RE)Mo6X8 (X5S,Se)~Ref. 2!
with a regular distribution of localized RE magnetic m
ments. It turned out that in many of these systems, super
ductivity ~with the critical temperatureTs) coexists rather
easily with antiferromagnetic~AF! order ~with the critical
Néel temperatureTN), where usually the situation withTN

,Ts is realized.2 Due to their antagonistic characters, sing
superconductivity and ferromagnetic order cannot coexis
bulk samples with realistic physical parameters. Howev
under certain conditions the ferromagnetic order is tra
formed, in the presence of superconductivity, into a spira
domainlike structure—depending on the type and strengt
magnetic anisotropy in the system.3 As the result of this com-
petition, these two orderings coexist in a limited temperat
intervalTs2,T,Tm ~the reentrant behavior! in ErRh4B4 and
HoMo6S8, or even down toT50 K in HoMo6Se8, where
Tm is the critical temperature for the existence of the inh
mogeneous magnetic order. The coexistence region
ErRh4B4 is narrow whereTs58.7 K, Tm'0.8 K, andTs2
'0.7 K, while for HoMo6S8 it is even narrower withTs
51.8 K, Tm'0.74 K, andTs2'0.7 K—see Refs. 2 and 3
In most of the new quaternary rare-earth compou
(RE)Ni2B2C the antiferromagnetic order and supercond
tivity coexist up toT50 K,4 while in HoNi2B2C an addi-
tional oscillatory magnetic structure is realized in a limit
temperature interval. This oscillatory magnetic structu
competes strongly with superconductivity giving rise to
entrant behavior in this compound.5 Recently Pobell’s group
in Bayreuth6 made a remarkable discovery of the coexisten
of superconductivity and nuclear magnetic order in Au2
with Ts50,207 K andTm535 mK. This exciting phenom-
enon was explained in Ref. 7 where it is argued that su
conductivity can coexist either with spiral or domainlik
0163-1829/2001/64~18!/184501~7!/$20.00 64 1845
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nuclear magnetic ordering only, depending on the strengt
magnetic anisotropy in this cubic system. Important con
bution to the physics of magnetic superconductors has b
made in Ref. 8, where for the first time the coexistence
weak ferromagnetism and superconductivity was propos
In such a case the spontaneous vortex state due to w
ferromagnetism is also possible.

We point out that in the above-cited magnetic superc
ductors the exchange interaction~between localized mag
netic moments and conduction electrons! influences super-
conductivity much stronger than the electromagne
interaction. The latter is due to the localized magnetic m
ments that create dipolar magnetic field, thus affecting
orbital motion of superconducting electrons.

Recently, a new class of magnetic superconductors ba
on layered perovskite ruthenocuprate compou
RuSr2GdCu2O8 comprising CuO2 bilayers and RuO2 mono-
layers has been synthesized.9 This compound belongs also t
the class of high-Ts superconductors~HTS!. A subsequent
study of transport and magnetic properties has revealed
it exhibits some kind of ferromagnetic order at the critic
temperatureTN5133–137 K. The polarized neutron scatte
ing measurements10 show that the magnetic structure~which
appears atTN) is predominantly antiferromagnetic with a R
magnetic momentmRu'1.18mB along thec axis at low tem-
perature. The same measurements put an upper
;0.1mB to any net ferromagnetic zero-field Ru momen
Concerning the last point, the important results came fr
magnetization measurements first reported in Ref. 9, wh
show a hysteresis loop and remanent magnetization. The
ter hints to existence of a ferromagnetic component in
system. Recent magnetization measurements
RuSr2EuCu2O8 ~Ref. 11! give evidence for a small ferro
magnetic component, which lies probably parallel to t
RuO2 plane, with the magnetic moment~per Ru! ;0.05mB
at 5 K consistent with the neutron scattering data.10 Note that
the smaller value of magnetic moment (0.05mB) in this com-
pound tells us that in the Gd compound some admixture
the large Gd moment might take place. This conclusion
also confirmed by the zero-field muon spin rotati
(ZF-mSR) measurements,12 which provide important evi-
dence that the magnetic order is homogeneous on a m
©2001 The American Physical Society01-1
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scopic scale and accounts for most of the sample volume
lower temperatures the superconductivity sets in atTs
535–45 K without affecting the AF order,10,12 notably. This
fact means that superconductivity that is realized predo
nantly in the CuO2 planes, and magnetic order that is pres
only in the RuO2 planes, interact rather weakly, i.e., the
two orders are separated spatially. Recently, it was report13

that in Ru12xSr2GdCu21xO82y the highest superconductin
critical temperature reaches 72 K forx50.3–0.4, while
there is no sign of the weak ferromagnetic~WF! component
in the RuO2 planes.

It seems that RuSr2GdCu2O8 has very interesting mag
netic properties, which might result in the absence of Me
ner phase in some samples,14,15 while in some others it is
realized.9,16 ~This problem will be briefly discussed in Se
IV.!

In this paper we propose a model of layered magn
superconductor with weak-ferromagnetism, which might
relevant for the RuSr2GdCu2O8 compound—the SWF~su-
perconducting WF! model. This model, studied in Sec. I
assumes the existence ofS/F multilayers with small hopping
parametert betweenS ~superconducting! and F ~ferromag-
netic! planes along thec axis , i.e.,t,Ts . As a result the
small t gives rise to an effective Josephson coupling curr
j c between superconducting planes. It turns out thatj c is
suppressed by the exchange field present in theF plane only,
which causes drastic changes in magnetic properties.
Gibbs free energyG of such a magnetic superconductor wi
both AF and WF orderings in external magnetic fieldH is
formulated in Sec. III. Based on it the lower critical fieldHc1
is also studied there. The estimation of theoretical parame
of the SWF model from the experimental results
RuSr2GdCu2O8 is done in Sec. IV, where the obtained r
sults are discussed too.

II. MODEL FOR SÕF ATOMIC MULTILAYER AND
JOSEPHSON CURRENT

As was mentioned above we consider the magnetic su
conductor RuSr2GdCu2O8 as a prototype forS/F atomic
multilayers by assuming good conduction in CuO2 planes—
with the quasiparticle spectrumjS(p), and a small hopping
parametert,Ts between theSandF planes~i.e., along thec
axis!. The second assumption is related to the existenc
WF order ~with the magnetizationM lying in the RuO2
planes!, which gives rise to an effective exchange field p
rameterh5heab . The latter affects spins of conduction ele
f
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trons with the dispersionjF(p) moving in the normal con-
ducting RuO2 planes.~The a-b plane is sometimes labele
by the x-y plane.! The parameterh can be related to an
effective spontaneous spinSeff ~magnetization normalized to
saturation magnetization! in the a-b plane, i.e.,
h5JabSeff—see also Sec. IV.

The electronic part of the SWF model is similar to th
model in Ref. 17 and in what follows the same notation
used. According to this model the elementary cell of t
superlattice consists of one superconducting and one fe
magnetic layer that are both metallic. For simplicity it
supposed here that both layers have similar quasiparticle
ergy spectra, i.e.,j(p)[@jS(p)'jF(p)#. It is also assumed
that the superconductivity is realized inS planes (CuO2
planes! with pairing couplingg(p) ~having in mind applica-
tion to the HTS compound RuSr2GdCu2O8 the clean limit,
j0! l , is supposed!. The Hamiltonian of the system is give
by

H5 (
p,n,i ,s

j~p!an,i ,s
† ~p…an,i ,s~p…1t@an,1,s

† ~p…an,21,s~p…

1an11,21,s
† ~p…an,1,s~p…1H.c.#1Hint11Hint2 ,

Hint15
1

2 (
p1 ,p2 ,n,s

g~p12p2!an,1,s
† ~p1!an,1,2s

†

3~2p1!an,1,2s~2p2!an,1,s~p2!,

Hint252 (
p,n,s

hsan,21,s
† ~p…an,21,s~p…,

wherean,i ,s
† (p… is the creation operator of an electron wi

spin s ~the quantization axis is parallel to thea-b plane! in
the nth elementary cell and momentump in the layer i is
parallel to thea-b plane, wherei 51 for the S layer, andi
521 for the F layer. Since the obtained results below a
qualitatively similar fors- and d-wave pairing, the calcula-
tions were done fors-wave pairing whereg(p)5g0 is con-
stant, while quantitative changes due tod-wave pairing are
discussed below and in Sec. IV.

By assuming that the order parameter changes from
to cell in the mannerDn5uDueiwn ~with wn5kn in absence
of orbital effects! the quasiparticle Green’s functions are o
tained in the standard way.17 The self-consistency equatio
for the order parameteruDu reads17
1

L
5T(

v
E

2`

`

djE
0

2p dq

2p

ṽ1ṽ2

uDu2ṽ1ṽ22~v2ṽ22uTq1ku2!~v1ṽ12uT qu2!
, ~1!
ed
whereL5g0r(0), r(0)5mi/2p is the electron density o
states at the Fermi level in the normal state, andv65 iv
6j(p), ṽ65v61h, v5(2n11)pT are Matsubara fre-
quencies at temperatureT. The quasimomentumq lies in the
direction perpendicular to the layers, andTq
52t cos(q/2)eiq/2 andTq1k52t cos@(q1k)/2#ei (q1k)/2.

The free energyF in the superconducting state is obtain
by using the following relation:
1-2
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]F
]unu

5
unu
g0

2
Tr~0!

2p (
v

E
2`

`

djE
0

2p

dqF11
† , ~2!

where the expression forF11
† is obtained in Ref. 17.

In order to study transport and magnetic properties
magnetic field we need to know the supercurrentj z flowing
across the layers~along thec axis in RuSr2GdCu2O8). In
this case, the vector potentialAz5Azez enters the Hamil-
tonian through the substitutiont→te6 iedAz /c, whered is S-F
interlayer distance, and the part of the Hamiltonian depe
ing on Az is given by

HA5 (
p,n,i ,s

t@an,1,s
† ~p…an,21,s~p…eiedAz /c

1an11,21,s
† ~p…an,1,s~p…eiedAz /c1H.c.#. ~3!
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The supercurrent across the planes is obtained by the s
dard procedure

j z5
c

2d

dHA

dAz
. ~4!

Note that the Josephson supercurrent in theS/F superlattice
is carried by Andreev bound states, similarly to theS/N case.
In S layer the supercurrent is carried by Cooper pairs, bu
N layer it flows via quasiparticles, which recondense in t
next S layer; bound states represent this process.18

In the case of small hopping parametert!Ts the Joseph-
son current along thec axis is obtained in leading orde
~proportional tot4) by standard perturbation theory. After th
integration over the energyj it reads
j z54epuDu2t4r~0!T (
v.0

H 2v
5h416h2uDu21uDu424h2v2

R2~v!~v21h2!
2

uDu21h2

R~v!V3~v!
22

~ uDu21h2!224h2v2

R2~v!V~v!
J sin~k!

5 j csink, ~5!
nic

the

ter-
where R(v)5(uDu21h2)214h2v2 and V(v)
5Av21uDu2. As in the standard Josephson effect, the sup
current j z is proportional to sink, k being the phase differ
ence betweennth and (n11)-th S layers.

In what follows we calculate numerically the critical cu
rent j c @in Eq. ~5!# at any point of the phase diagram (T,h)
by replacinguDu→D0(T), whereD0(T) is given by the BCS
theory. The latter is correct due to the smallness oft, in
which caseTs is practically unaffected by the exchange fie
i.e.,Ts'Ts0 up to the second order terms int/Ts0. Here,Ts0

is the critical temperature of bareS layers.
From Eq.~5! it comes out in particular, that nearTs and

for h50 one hasj c.0, while j c,0 for h@Ts . The change
of sign of j c ~nearTs), which corresponds to the transitio
from k50 to k5p in the ground state, occurs athc

53.77Ts0, in accordance with the calculation in Ref. 17. A
low temperatures,T→0, j c goes to zero ath/D0(0).1/2,
which just corresponds tohc050.87Ts0 at T50, again in
accordance with Ref. 17. Note that the same approac
applied tod-wave pairing19 giveshc0

(d)50.6Ts0 at T50. The
sign change ofj c is related to the transition from the ‘‘0’
phase to ‘‘p ’’ phase. This transition goes smoothly if we tak
into account the higher-order term (;t8cos 2k) in the free
energy, in fact it means that the width of the regionDh
where the transition from ‘‘0’’ phase to ‘‘p ’’ phase occurs is
of the order ofDh;t4/Ts0

3 . In the case of weak hoppingt
!Ts0 this region is very narrow and we may define the d
coupling line j c(Td ,h)50, which results in the (Td ,h)
phase diagram shown in Fig. 1.

The temperature dependence of the Josephson penetr
depthlJ5Acf0/8p2u j cu(2d),20 wheref0 is the flux quan-
r-

,

if

-

tion

tum, is shown in Fig. 2 for varioushÞ0. Here 2d is the
period of the multilayer. One should note its nonmonoto
behavior ifhÞ0, particularly whenh;Ts . Based on these
results one can analyze some magnetic properties, like
lower critical fieldHc1 in the a-b plane.

III. GIBBS ENERGY AND IN-PLANE CRITICAL
FIELD H C1

A. Gibbs energy

In order to calculate the lower critical fieldHc1 ~and the
possible absence of Meissner phase14,15! we need the Gibbs
energy functionalG. Having in mind the application to the
RuSr2GdCu2O8 we assume, according to the neutron scat
ing data,10 that in the magnetic subsystem (F layers coincid-
ing with RuO2 planes! AF order with spins along thec axis is
realized atTN@Ts . The AF order parameter isL5Lzez . The

FIG. 1. The (T,h)-phase diagram for the caset!Ts0 . j c(T,h)
50 on the black line.
1-3
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magnetization measurements9,11 imply WF order with the
magnetization lying~most probably! parallel to the a-b
planes and with the effective moment,uM u/nRu5meff

,0.1mB , wherenRu is the density of the magnetic Ru ion
In order to construct the magnetic free energy it is neces
to know the symmetry of the system as well as orientati
of the easy axes in different sublattices. So, for instance
the magnetic anisotropy energy on different sublattices
unequal, then one expects the WF order to be realized. H
ever, at present there are no sufficient experimental dat
the local lattice distortion that might favor WF order an
accordingly the preferred direction ofM . The above-
discussed experiments10,12,9,11suggest only thatM is in the
a-b plane, i.e.,M5Mheh , whereeh is in thea-b plane. In
the following we define thex axis byex[eh . As the result of
this analysis the SWF model contains the following ord
parameters:Lz for the AF order,Mx for the WF order, and
Dn(x,y) for the S order.

In the applied magnetic fieldH the Gibbs energy of the
layered magnetic superconductor reads~see also Refs. 3 an
8!,

G@Dn ,L ,M ,B;H#5E dVS FM@L ,M #1
~B24pM !2

8p
2

BH

4p D
1(

n
~2d!E dxdyFS@Dn ,A#, ~6!

whereDn[Dn(x,y), and L , M , B are also coordinate de
pendent. The magnetic fieldB5rotA is due to the dipolar
field created by the magnetic moments, the external magn
field, and the superconducting screening current. The ve
potential A5Aab1Ac5Aabeab1Azez contains the compo
nentAab in the a-b plane, andAz along thec axis.

The magnetic free-energy density functionalFM@L ,M #,
which mimics the experimental results in RuSr2GdCu2O8
with L5Lzez andM5Mxex , is given by the following phe-
nomenological expression:

FIG. 2. TheT dependence of the Josephson penetration de
lJ(T,h) for various h. We defined D051.76Ts0 , j c0

5er(0)t4/D0
2, andlJ05Acf0/16p2d jc0.
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2
M22gLzMx1Fa~L ,M !

1Fg~¹L ,¹M !1•••. ~7!

Although this expression is quantitatively correct near
AF transition atTN it is also suitable for semiquantitativ
analysis even below superconducting transition tempera
Ts , due to the smallness ofM and g. The first two terms
describe the AF order@a5a8(T2TN),0,b.0#, whereas
the third (d.0) and fourth (;g) terms describe the induce
WF by the AF order. The parametersa andd are due to the
exchange interaction~between Ru spins in RuSr2GdCu2O8),
where one hasa8;1/uem and d;TN /uem with uem

52pmB
2;1 K. The unknown anisotropy termFa fixes the

direction ofL andM , i.e., Lz , Mx .
Since in the following we analyze the lower critical fie

along thea-b plane, with characteristic length scaleslab ,
lJ@jab ,dRu-Ru, wherejab is the coherence length inS lay-
ers anddRu-Ru is the Ru-Ru distance, it is justified to omit th
gradient termFg(¹L ,¹M …. By minimizing FM@L ,M # with
respect toLz and Mx one gets ~at temperaturesTs,T
,TN)

Mx
05

g

d
Lz . ~8!

The neutron scattering and magnetization measurements
limits for (Lz /nRu);(1 –2)mB , and (Mx

0/nRu)
,(0.05–0.1)mB , which implies an upper limit forg, i.e.,
(g/d)&(0.05–0.1).

According to experiments10,12 the AF ~and WF! ordering
is practically unaffected by the appearance of supercond
tivity, then it is reasonable to neglect the effect of the e
change ~Ruderman-Kittel-Kasuya-Yosida! interaction in
FS@Dn ,A#. Therefore we keep inFS@Dn ,A# the electromag-
netic interaction between superconducting electrons
magnetic order only

FS@Dn ,A#5FS@ uDnu,0#1
2plab

2

c2
jab
2

1
j cf0

2pc~2d!
~12cosxn,n11!, ~9!

where FS@ uDnu,0# is the condensation energy andDn
5uDnuexp(iwn). The current in thea-b planejab reads

jab52
c

4plab
2 S Aab2

f0

2p
¹abwnD , ~10!

wherelab is the bulk London penetration depth in thea-b
superconducting layers~we assumedla5lb[lab). The last
term depends on the gauge invariant phasexn,n11,

xn,n115wn112wn2
4pAzd

f0
, ~11!

which characterizes the effective Josephson coupling
tween two neighboringS planes with the distance 2d. It is

th
1-4
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due to the hopping betweenS and F planes. The exchang
interaction between conduction electrons and localized
moments affects superconductivity by renormalizingj c ,
which is a function ofh and is determined by Eq.~5!.

B. Lower critical field H c1

Let us calculate the lower critical fieldHc1
ab for the case

when the magnetic fieldH and the single vortex are alon
the magnetizationM5Mxex , i.e., H5Hxex and B5Bxex .
By the standard minimization procedure of the Gibbs f
energyG@Dn ,L ,M ,B;H# with respect toDn ,L ,M ,B, and by
assuming the continuum limit,20 one gets the complete set o
equations for these quantities as well as the Gibbs free
ergy of the vortexGv—see also Refs. 3 and 8.

~d14p!Mx2gLz2Bx50. ~12!

The Maxwell equation for the magnetic fieldB reads

rot~B24pM !5
4p

c
j s , ~13!

where

j s5 jab1 j z . ~14!

The in-plane currentjab is given by Eq.~10! while j z is the
Josephson current between planes

j z5 j cezsinxn,n11 . ~15!

The phasexn,n11 is given by Eq.~11!. In the following we
assume that the vortex axisB and the external fieldH are
along thex axis. By the standard procedure we get the eq
tion for the single vortex~centered on the origin!

lab
2 ]2Bx

]z2
1lJ

2 ]2Bx

]y2
2

Bx

p
50. ~16!

The parameterp5d/(d14p) takes into account the add
tional screening due to the appearance of the WF order. A
straightforward transformations the Gibbs energy of the v
tex per unit length,Gv , has the form

Gv5
p2

8pE dxdyH Bx
2

p
1lab

2 S ]Bx

]z D 2

1lJ
2S ]Bx

]y D 2J 2
f0H̃c1

4p
,

~17!

where

H̃c15Hext14ppMx
0 .

Mx
0 is approximately given by Eq.~8!.
The solution of Eq.~16! is

Bx~y,z!5
f0

2pplablJ
K0S R

Ap
D , ~18!

whereR5Ay2/lJ
21z2/lab

2 andK0 is the Bessel function o
the zero order of an imaginary argument. Inserting suc
18450
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solution into Eq.~17! a straightforward calculation gives th
lower critical fieldH̃c1 from the conditionGv50,

Hext14ppMx
05H̃c1'

f0

4plJlab
ln

labAp

d
, ~19!

whereMx
05(g/d)Lz . We stress that the logarithmic factor i

Eq. ~19! is due to the nonlinear core effects of the Joseph
vortex.20 Note that in systems withTN@uem, like in
RuSr2GdCu2O8, one hasp;1.

From Eq.~19! it is seen that for

Mx
0.

pf0

16p2lJlab

ln
labAp

d
~20!

spontaneous vortices appear in the system. This conditio
more easily realized near the 0-to-p transition~decoupling!
line Td(h), i.e., when lJ is significantly increased. This
means that in systems where the exchange parameter f
the condition 0.87Ts0,h,3.77Ts0 for s wave pairing, while
for d-wave pairing 0.87Ts0 is replaced by 0.6Ts0, then by
lowering the temperature theH̃c1(T,h) shows pronounced
nonmonotonic behavior reaching minimum at the 0p
boundary line as it is seen in Fig. 3.

IV. COMPARISON WITH THE EXPERIMENT
AND DISCUSSION

Let us discuss some relevant points related to the in
pretation of the obtained results on RuSr2GdCu2O8.

~i! In order to analyze the magnetic properties the value
the exchange field parameterh5JabSeff is needed. If one
takes the experimental valueSeff;0.1 one getsg/d;0.1
since Seff'g/d. However, at present we do not know th
relation betweenJab andTN . As dRu-Ru

ab !dRu-Ru
c one expects

that the coupling of spins along thec direction,Jc, is much
smaller than along thea-b plane,Jab. In such a situation one
hasTN;Jab/ ln(Jab/Jc). Then,Jab.TN andh;10–20 K. We
pay attention to the fact that there are evidences that in
underdoped HTS materialsd wave pairing is realized.21 In
that case the point on the phase diagramj c(T50,hc0)50 is

FIG. 3. TheT dependence of the lower critical fieldH̃c1(T,h) in

the a-b plane for various h. We defined H̃c10

5(f0/4plJ0lab)ln(labAp/d).
1-5
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realized for hc0
(d)50.6Ts0. According to the specific-hea

measurements12 in RuSr2GdCu2O8 with Ts530–40 K this
compound behaves like an underdoped HTS material. If
so it giveshc0

(d);20 K, i.e.,h is nearhc0 and a nonmonotonic

behavior ofH̃c1 is expected as shown in Fig. 3.
~ii ! If Mx

0 fulfils Eq. ~20! then there is a spontaneous vo
tex state and the Meissner effect is absent. In opposite
the Meissner state is realized.

~iii ! It may happen thatMx
0,H̃c1 in some temperature

intervals andMx
0.H̃c1 in the interval between, which cas

corresponds to a reentrant behavior.
~iv! At present the origin and the magnitude of the para

eterg in Eqs.~7, 8! is unknown. However, it may also hap
pen that in polycrystalline samples strains induce additio
changes of this quantity. A drastic case might be realize
the symmetry of the crystal implies thatg50. Even in that
case strains in samples, for instance the componentsxy , can
induce a magnetic moment in piezomagnetic systems,
Mx

0;sxyLz thus producing weak ferromagnetism. If strai

in a sample are such thatMx
0.H̃c1 then the Meissner phas

is not realized as reported in Refs. 14 and 15. In such a
one could reconcile the opposite claims on existence9,16 and
nonexistence,14,15 of the Meissner phase in differently pre
pared samples of RuSr2GdCu2O8.

~v! Based on the above analysis one expects that dyn
cal properties of such a system are very exotic. For syst
near the decoupling linej c(Td ,h)50 there is a significan
reduction of the Josephson plasma frequencyv0,SF;Aj c
!v0,JJ ~Ref. 23! ~compared to standard Josephson junct
with v0,JJ) for the waves propagating along thex-y planes in
the S/F superlattice

vSF
2 5v0,SF

2 1vSF
2 q2.

Due to the microscopic character of theS/F superlattice one
expects thatvSF

2 @vJJ
2 wherevJJ , is the phase velocity for

the Josephson junction made from bulk superconduct
This means that in aS/F superlattice, like for instance in
RuSr2GdCu2O8, it is possible to tunev0,SF

2 nonmonotoni-
cally and also to extract the radiation with much higher
tensity than in the single Josephson junction.
. B

.F.

t.
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~vi! Concerning the exchange interaction between c
duction electrons in RuO2 planes and Ru spins, it is unim
portant in which direction the total spin~that is the magne-
tizationM ) points. In particular, the location of 0-to-p phase
transition only depends on the intensity of the exchange fi
h. Also, the possibility forF layers to be polarized ferromag
netically in each layer but antiferromagnetically from o
layer to the next one was considered in Ref. 22, where
phase diagram was proved to be sligthly modified~at leading
order t4/Ts0

4 ) compared to the case we consider in t
present paper. However, the magnetic properties likeHc1

strongly depend on the precise orientation of the magnet
tion since the superconducting screening is strongly an
tropic. Thus, the results we obtain are specific to the m
netic model described above.

In conclusion, we have shown that in aS/F superlattice
with the exchange fieldh;Ts acting in F planes only a
nontrivial and nonmonotonic behavior of magnetic prop
ties, like the lower critical fieldHc1, is realized. This prop-
erty is due to the decrease of the effective Josephson
pling betweenS planes by increasingh. In the present pape
we only discuss the case whenTs!TN and the intensity of
the exchange fieldh can be considered constant. A very i
teresting situation arises whenTs*TN and the temperature
dependence ofh should now be taken into account. In pa
ticular, it would become possible to drive the 0-to-p phase
transition more easily by varying the temperature. Indee
would take place as soon as the saturated value for the
change field is higher thanhc0. Such a situation should b
explored in more details in the future.
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